indoors,
protected.
Viraschutz is the revolutionary solution
enabling you to provide enduring,
effective protection against a broad
range of threats including bacterias,
mold, odors and many pathogens.

VIRASCHUTZ SOLUTION

Multiple needs,
one convenient solution.
Viraschutz is the revolutionary solution
enabling you to provide enduring, effective
protection against a broad range of threats
including bacteria, mold, odors and many
pathogens.

How is this achieved?

Customer-facing businesses such as retail
stores, bars, restaurant, public transportation operators are now required to implement clear, strict safety measures to guarantee health and well-being to their staff
members and customers.
A broad spectrum chemical disinfection
was the only viable option until today, to be
repeated over and over again, more so on
frequently touched surfaces like tabletops,
door handles, light switches, desks, toilets,
taps, TV remotes, kitchens, etc. Viraschutz
has revolutionized the disinfection process, by using a proprietary mechanical
biocide formula without using poisons.

Once applied, Viraschutz creates a semi
permanent non-leaching anti microbial
shield, attracting bacteria to the coated
surfaces. The micro spikes on the coating
will puncture the bacteria cell causing their
instant death. Virashutz is so safe that it can
be applied even when people are attending the location.

VIRASCHUTZ SOLUTION

Sanitizing that lasts,
where others simply can’t.
No other solution on the market today can
match Viraschutz performance and flexibility: in a convenient, compact package Viraschutz delivers long-lasting protection to a
broad array of indoor spaces, no matter
their size or their accessibility.

Protection for months, in a
minute’s work

Viraschutz creates a final biostatic finish,
not allowing pathogens to live on the surface for 1 year. The coating bonds to the

surface with no damage or discolor to any
surface it’s applied to. It dries to an invisible
thickness in 10 minutes.

Food safe

Being a part mechanical, part electrostatic
solution Viraschutz can be safely employed
where chemicals would be off the
table: this includes kitchens, bistrot and all
the establishments where food is prepared,
served or consumed.

Provide a safe and secure
environment: everywhere, anytime.
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VIRASCHUTZ USAGE STEPS

Three simple steps to an effective,
enduring protection.
Conventional
cleaning

The space which requires
sanitizing has to be cleaned
conventionally
before
applying Viraschutz products.
No particular direction is
required except for the surfaces to be free of dust,
debris or stains.
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Viraschutz
ablator
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The surfaces are then prepared by atomizing Viraschutz Ablator solution, a
proven formula which kills
any microorganism, leaving
the location surfaces ready
to take on the long lasting
coating.

Viraschutz
halos

Halos creates a permanent
anti bacterial coating activated by Flow-Line electrostatic sprayer which bonds
even the most secluded
spot in the room. Being the
surface charged, it attracts
microorganisms
killing
them on contact.

VIRASCHUTZ ADVANTAGES

Viraschutz provides speciﬁc advantages
over conventional sanitation solutions.
Mechanical and electrostatical permanent
defence against pathogens;
Enduring, long lasting protection;
With Viraschutz, no poisonous chemicals
are used throughout the whole cleaning
process;
Error-safe usage process which makes end
results predictable, thus providing a previously impossible degree of certainty;
Considerably fast set in times allow for last
minute, mission critical applications;

Every indoor establishment, no matter the
size or the design, aesthethics or hystorical
characteristhics, can be treated with Viraschutz;
Viraschutz makes regular cleaning safer
and faster;
Surfaces which have been already treated
with Viraschutz are cleaner for longer;
Viraschutz is inodor, atoxic and hypoallergenic.

VIRASCHUTZ CONTACTS

Adopt tomorrow’s cleaning solution,
starting from today.
You can start providing the
benefits of the most
forward thinking sanitizing
solution right now, leveraging the momentum and
building on a potentially
unlimited customer base.
The low entry price and
error-safe operational
procedures make Viraschutz a solution that can
easily be provided by companies big and small alongside their current lineup of
services.
Viraschutz is backed by a
broad scientific research
and its effectiveness and
safety have been thoroughly tested by Recusol labs.
Start providing today the
sanitizing solution of
tomorrow.
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